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E-list 48. Recent Acquisitions: 25 items.

1.

Apollonius of Perga: (Heath, T.L.:) Apollonius of Perga. Treatise on conic sections.
Cambridge: W. Heffer & Sons Ltd, 1961.
8vo. pp. [clxx], [2], 254, including illustrated frontispiece. Green cloth, gilt, dust-jacket, a bit
dusty, small tear to head of spine. A very good copy.
Second edition, reprinted by lithography.
[53440]

£45

2.

[Bion and Moschus] Biõnos Kai Moschou: (Wakefield, Gilbert, ed.:) Opera. Ta Leipsana.
Londini [London]: T. Bensley, 1795.
Large paper copy. 8vo., pp. [viii], 33, [1], 83, with final advertisement leaf. Poems in Greek,
with preface and notes in Latin. Slight toning throughout, occasional slight marginal spotting.
19th-century straight-grained black morocco, boards and spine exquisitely gilt, raised bands,
marbled endpapers. Extremities and joints a bit rubbed.
A large-paper copy of the bucolic poems of Bion and Moschus as edited by Gilbert Wakefield
(1756-1801), now remembered largely for his position as a religious controversialist. Between
1792 and 1797, to earn his living following his resignation from the dissenting Hackney
College, he produced a stream of remarkable classical editions, including this one, capped off
with his 3-vol. Lucretius, earning him comparison with Porson as one of the greatest classical
scholars of his day. However, the speed with which he worked and his less-painstaking
approach introduced enough errors for his work to sometimes be dismissed as mere hackery,
despite its occasional brilliance.
ESTC N32017; Dibdin I, 349.
[53435]

£400

3.

Blomefield, Francis: [Parkin, Charles:] An Essay towards a Topographical History of the
County of Norfolk, containing a Description of the Towns, Villages, and Hamlets, with the
Foundations of Monasteries, Churches, Chapels, Chantries, and other Religious Buildings [...]
London: Printed for William Miller [...] by W. Bulmer [...] 1805[-10].
Second edition. 11 vols, 8vo, pp. [5], [viii-xvi], 548 [iv] + illustrated frontispiece, 4 folding
tables, 5 plates (2 folding); [4] 559 [5] + 3 folding tables and 1 folding plate; [viii] 671 [1];
[viii] 580 + 7 plates, 1 folding map and 2 folding tables; [4] 527 [5]; [4] [ii-vii] [1] 521 [3] + 5
plates and 1 folding table; [4] 520 [4] + 4 plates (2 folding) and 2 folding tables; [4] 548 [iv] +
7 plates (4 folding) and 3 folding table; [2] 527 [5] + 4 plate (2 folding) and 1 folding map;
[4] 479 [5] + 3 folding tables; [6] 402 [2], 83 [1] [18] + 1 plate, with engraved headpieces and
woodcut text illustrations. Edges uncut, a little dusty, slight yellowing, occasional light
marginal foxing, I: half-title a little torn at gutter, II: small stain affecting two words to L4,
III: lower outer blank corner of 3C4 and 3G2 torn, IV: plates slightly browned, couple of
small tears along folds of 2 folding plates, 1 with small repair, V: 1 plate somewhat browned,
VIII: small paper flaw to lower outer blank corner of N1, crude repair to upper outer corner of
2A2 just touching text, bifolium 2N2-3 loose at lower gutter, IX: last gathering loosening, X:
small marginal tears, XI: bifolium b*2-3 loosening. Contemporary publisher’s blue boards,
later endpapers, publisher’s paper label to spine, boards sympathetically cleaned, corners a
little rubbed, I: joints partly split at head and foot but firm, II: upper hinge starting at head but
firm, V: lower hinge starting at foot but firm, publisher’s advertisements to front pastedown
of vols I, VII: upper joint minimally split at foot, X: lower hinge loosening.
Inscription to half-titles: ‘Lucy Jane Davey Given by her Aunt Lydia Jan 7 1827’.
Second edition of this illustrated topographical survey of Norfolk and its ancient families. The
Rev. Francis Blomefield (1705-1752) initially issued the book in parts from a private press at
his ecclesiastical living in Fersfield. The work was continued after his death by the Reverend
Charles Parkin (1689-1765), and finished by a hack writer employed by the printer.
A remarkably unsophisticated copy internally, rarely found in its original publisher’s blue
boards, with paper labels specifying ‘Price Eighteenth Shillings, Boards’ on each volume. It
includes the plate ‘A Map of Marsh land by Sir William Dugdale’ (Vol. IX, p. 166) often
lacking. Vols I and III feature on the front pastedown a publisher’s advertisement, the first
advertising the possibility to add the author’s portrait to the copy (as here) for an extra 5
shillings, as well as the publication of vols II-IV, the second apologising for not including the

plan of Norwich with the city seals, as promised (here present in vol. IV), due to ‘the
Engraver having disappointed him [the publisher]’. The last few pages of vol. XI include a list
of subscribers and ‘Directions to the binder’ divided by volume, separating plates and
pedigrees.
Upcott 950 ff.
[53547]

4.

£1,375

Borlase, William: Antiquities Historical and Monumental, of the County of Cornwall. [...]
The second edition, revised, with several Additions... London: Printed by W. Bowyer and J.
Nichols, 1769.
Folio, pp. [xvi], 464 + 37 engraved plates (2 folding, most in small format, serving as head- or
tailpieces). Slight toning, title and verso of last leaf a little dusty, traces of a horizontal fold
(probably dating to when the book was in sheets), small repair to verso of pl. 7, upper edge a
bit dusty, small tear to Y1-2 and Z1-2 affecting a couple of words, occasional slight spotting
or light dampstaining. Modern quarter calf over marbled boards, gilt-lettered label.
The second, enlarged edition of William Borlase’s (1696-1772) account of the antiquities of
Cornwall (first published 1754), with an index containing a Cornish-English vocabulary list.
It was ‘the first chronological account of the antiquities of the county, and the first book to

describe, illustrate, and classify a significant number of them’ (ODNB). ‘Characteristic of
[Borlase] as a scholar was his conscientious exactness in describing and measuring antiquities
- he also had a talent for drawing them’ (A.L. Rowse, review of Pool’s ‘William Borlase’ in
the Spectator, 26 Sept. 1987).
ESTC T139784; Upcott II, 82.
[53546]

5.

£575

[Breviary] Breviario Grimani. Facsimili delle miniature. Milano: Electa Editrice, for ERI Edizioni RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana, 1973.
2 vols. Large 4to. Copy n.250 of 910. pp. [4] + 110 colour facsimile plates; 134, [4], including
illustrations. Paper boards, vol. 1 with handsome decorated, round, brass profile portrait of
Cardinal Grimani to upper cover. In publisher’s slipcase, a trifle spotted. Excellent copies.
The half title of this limited edition says: ‘Questo volume è offerto dalla Radiotelevisione
Italiana ai delegati degli organismi di radiodiffusione e di televisione aderenti al Premio Italia
in occasione della XXV session.’
[53421]

£100

6.

Cicero, Marcus Tullius: (Pease, Arthur Stanley, ed.:) De Natura Deorum Liber primus
[with] Liber secundus et tertius. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1955.
First edition. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. [viii], 537, [1]; [10], 539-1257. Red cloth, spine gilt, traces of
label to spines, else very good copies.
[53425]

7.

£150

Constable, Giles: Monastic Tithes from their origins to the twelfth century. Cambridge: At
the University Press, 1964.
First edition. 8vo. [xxi], 346. An excellent copy. Blue cloth, spine gilt-lettered, dust-jacket,
light browning to edges, a handful of small marginal tears or spots, but still very good.
Vol. 10 of the Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life & Thought, New Series.
[53553]

£35

8.

Dale, Samuel: The History and Antiquities of Harwich and Dovercourt. Topographical,
Dynastical and Political. London: printed for C. Davis, 1730.
First edition. 4to. pp. [4], [xxiv], 464 + 14 plates (some folding). Small ink mark to title
touching two words, light waterstaining at upper and lower gutter, a bit heavier to first and
last couple of gatherings, edges dusty, occasional mainly marginal foxing, last two leaves a bit
spotted. Contemporary polished English calf, sympathetic modern reback, spine gilt-lettered,
boards and extremities rubbed.
Book plate of Henry Miller dated 1885; autographs Elizth G. Mason, H.P. Bowen 1861 and
Buntwood(?) to ffep; partly erased library stamp with English note on withdrawal and sale in
1962 to verso of title and p.101; later pencilled marginalia to a few leaves.
The scarce first edition of this beautifully illustrated history of the antiquities and natural
landscape of Harwich and Dovercourt, in Essex. Based on the unpublished historical work of
the antiquary and state official Silas Taylor (1624-78), it was enlarged and revised with a very
long appendix by the physician Samuel Dale (1659?–1739), who focused on the natural
history of the district. Thanks to his experience as apothecary, he had a thorough knowledge
of plants and his annotations elaborate on Taylor’s mentions of local landscape - for instance,
he discussed plants that inhabited a local cliff, adding references to other botanic works.
Additional sections are devoted to fish and fossils, both - like the notes on plants - superbly
illustrated with engraved specimens.
ESTC T134050; Brunet 13544; Haller, Bib. botanica, 14. ESTC locates only 1 copy in the
US.
[51728]

£350

9.

Dugdale, William: A Perfect Copy of All Summons of the Nobility to the Great Councils and
Parliaments of the Realm, for the XLIX of King Henry the IIId. Until these present Times.
London: Printed by S.R. for Robert Clavell, 1685.
First edition, first issue(?). pp. [12], 580, [26], lacking last blank as usual. Title a little dusty,
slight toning, occasional marginal spotting. 19th-century polished calf, elaborately gilt to a
border of fleurons and interlacing circles, and a centre panel surrounded by double gilt ruled
border, with large gilt fleurons to corners, inner edges gilt, doublures with gilt green paper,
raised bands, spine gilt ruled and lettered, corners and edges a bit rubbed, a little light staning
to spine.
One of 700 copies of the last work by the antiquarian and herald William Dugdale (1605-86).
It is a collection of lists including the names of all aristocrats summoned to Parliament
sessions from the reign of Henry III to Dugdale’s own times, ‘extracted from those Memorials
which are on record’. Dugdale even ‘normalised’ several entries due to the fact that clerks
particularly at the time of Henry VIII had often been guilty of ‘sundry errors’ or
‘inadvertency’. Each section is prefaced by the royal summon document styled for that
specific parliamentary session.
Interestingly, the last leaf of the preliminaries features a printer’s advertisement: ‘”Introductio
ad Latinam Blasoniam”, Latin and English. A Work befitting all Gentlemen, lovers of
Armory and the Latin tongue. By J. Gibbon an Officer at Arms. Sold by Robert Clavell.’
Wing D2491; ESTC R228678. ESTC locates only 5 copies in the US.
[53549]

£450

10.

Harward, Vernon J.: The Dwarfs of Arthurian Romance and Celtic Tradition. Leiden: E.J.
Brill, 1985.
8vo. pp. [10], 149, [1]. Blue cloth, title gilt to upper cover, a couple of pencilled annotations
to first few pp., fine. Dust-jacked, margins and spine a little toned, head and foot of spine and
corners a bit worn, else a very good copy.
Second edition.
[53424]

£60

11.

Justinian: (Corvinus, Arnoldus:) Institutiones D. Justiniani ss. Princ.: typis variae, rubris
nucleum exhibentibus : accesserunt ex Digestis tituli de verborum significatione et regul.
juris. Pariis [Paris]: Apud Guillelmum de Luyne, 1676
16mo, pp. [8] 391 [103] [2], including added engraved title, text in red and black. Light water
stain to first and last few leaves. Contemporary full sprinkled calf, raised bands, spine gilt and
gilt-lettered, edges sprinkled red, corners a little bumped, extremities minimally rubbed.
Contemporary autograph Ja[cques?] Maule to verso of title, ‘Monsieur’ to verso of last blank.
A fresh copy, in an attractive contemporary binding, of this pocket-size pirated edition of
Justinian’s legal milestone - printed in red and black. It reprises an edition of the same text
printed by Daniel Elzevier in Amsterdam in the same year (Willems 1519), including the
design of the engraved title, with a revised imprint.
[53556]

£200

12.

Latham, Minor White: The Elizabethan Fairies. The fairies of folklore and
the fairies of Shakespeare. New York: Columbia University Press, 1930.
First edition. 8vo. pp. [ix], [1], 307, [9], including illustrated frontispiece. All
edges uncut, slight toning, else very good. Red cloth, publisher’s gilt stamp to
upper cover, spine gilt-lettered, head of spine minimally bumped, a very good
copy.
19th-century armorial bookplate of William Arthur, 6th Duke of Portland, to
front pastedown.
[53427]

£125

13.

Madox, Thomas: Baronia Anglica. An History of Land-Honors and Baronies, and of Tenure
in Capite. Verified by Records. (Bound before) A Compleat Index to Mr Madox’s History of
the Exchequer. London: Printed for Robert Gosling 1736; 1741.
First editions. Folio, 2 works in 1, pp. [2], 292 [xxviii]; [216], title of second is a cancel
(second issue), engraved vignette to first title, a few large engraved initials and engraved
headpieces. First title and verso of last leaf a little dusty, slight toning, small clean tear at
gutter of one leaf, occasional very slight marginal spotting. Modern half calf over marbled
boards, modern endpapers.
Modern ex-libris of Robert Smith, dated 2008 to ffep; early biographical annotation on
author; occasional early marginalia.
The first edition, posthumously published, of this study by the celebrated legal antiquary
Thomas Madox (1666-1727), who was historiographer-royal from 1714, and who is singled
out by David C. Douglas (‘English Scholars 1660-1730’) for special praise, with the
assessment (p. 243) that “even to-day, he seems to move among the moderns as if, apart from
the immensity of his productions, he were one of themselves”. The ‘Index’ was prepared by
the editor of ‘Baronia Britannica’, and first issued with that work in 1741. It is a detailed
glossary of the uncommon words used in Madox’s ‘History of the Exchequer’, with which it
was reprinted in 1769. The ‘Index’ title reads at the top: ‘This Day is Published, (Price Half a
Guinea, Sewed,).’
ESTC T97064. Lowndes 1448. Brunet III 1289. Graesse IV 332.
[53550]

£400

14.

Patch, Howard Rollin: The Tradition of Boethius. A study of his importance in medieval
culture. New York: Oxford University Press, 1935.
First edition. 8vo, pp. viii, [6], 200 + illustrated frontispiece. A very good copy. Blue cloth,
title gilt to spine, spine minimally faded. Dust-jacket, slightly browned, flaps trimmed, but
still very good.
[53462]

£35

15.

Proclus: (Dodds, E. R., ed. & trans.:) The Elements of Theology. A revised text with
Translation, Introduction and Commentary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963.
8vo, pp. xlvi, 348, including one chart. Parallel Greek text and English translation, a very
good copy. Red cloth, title gilt-stamped to spine, dust-jacket, overall a very good copy.
First edition: 1933, second edition: 1963.
[53450]

£50

16.

Seneca, Lucius Annaeus: (Clarke, John, trans.:) Physical Science in the
Time of Nero. Being a translation of the ‘Quaestiones Naturales’ of Seneca.
London: Macmillam & Co., Limited, 1910.
First edition thus. 8vo. pp. [liv], 368. Slight toning, edges a little dusty, else a
very good copy. Green cloth, spine gilt, head of spine a bit bumped, but still
very good.
Presentation inscription to ffep., from the editor to “The Right Honourable
Viscount Haldane of Cloan as a Memento of May 26th, 1917.”
[53439]

£60

17.

Sibbald, Robert: Scotia Illustrata sive prodromus historiae naturalis [...] Edinburgi
[Edinburgh]: Ex Officina Typographica Jacobi Kniblo, Josuae Solingensis, & Johannis
Colmarii, 1684.
First edition. Large folio. pp. [10], 15, [15], 102, [12], 114, [12], 37, [7], 41-56, [4] + 10
leaves with 19 of 23 copperplates, lacking 4 plates (3 of which printed on the same sheet).
Woodcut initials and ornaments. T-p and few other leaves dusty and a trifle spotted, a bit
heavier to upper edge, slight browning, intermittent light water stain to upper outer corner, a
few leaves lightly dampstained, small hole to blank section of fourth leaf. Modern 18thcentury-style polished calf, blind-stamped to a panel design.
Slightly later inked bibliographical annotations to flyleaf.
The first edition of this handsomely illustrated compendium on the history, geography and
nature of Scotland by the antiquary and physician Robert Sibbald (1641-1722). It features a
whole section on the flora of Scottish regions, as well as 19 engraved illustrations of plants.
This copy lacks the engraved plate with the armorial portrait of the author usually appearing
as frontispiece. As in the copy at the Bib. Naz. di Roma, in our copy the plates, except n.22,
are printed in pairs on one sheet; plates 7, 8, and 10 - now lacking - were printed on the same
sheet.
ESTC R9747.
[53422]

£450

18.

Simeoni, Gabriele: César Renouvelle. Par les obseruations Militaires du S. Gabriel Symeon,
Floren. Paris: Pour Vincent Sertenas [par Benoist Preuost], 1558.
First edition. 8vo. ff. [8] 54 [5], with large woodcut device to title and woodcut illustrations of
ancient medals. Title a bit dusty, slight mainly marginal foxing to first and last few leaves,
traces of tooth bite to upper edge of first four leaves, small worm trails to upper outer corner
of a few gatherings, occasionally touching a couple of letters. 19th-century half shagreen over
marbled boards, marbled endpapers, spine gilt-lettered, all edges red, boards a trifle rubbed.
Autograph J. Hely c.1900 to ffep.
The first edition of the first book of this fascinating military manual by the Florentine
Gabriele Simeoni. It is structured as a compendium of Caesar’s ‘Commentaries’ in the form
of maxims, accompanied by examples drawn from the same work, and by numismatic
illustrations of ancient medals. It features observations on the qualities of captains and the
nature of the good soldiers, as well as arguments against the use of mercenaries in favour of
native soldiers; it also includes chapters on tributes and taxes, the origin of parliaments (from
the Druids) and the text of ancient inscriptions. A second part was printed in Paris in 1570.
The handsome title device is, unusually, a ‘marque d’auteur’, not a ‘marque d’imprimeur’; it
was designed and signed by Simeoni, who also produced a book of emblems.
Brunet I, 1460.
[53557]

£375

19.

Sozomen; Philostorgius; Photius: (Walford, Edward, trans.:) The Ecclesiastical History of
Sozomen, Comprising the History of the Church, from A.D. 324 to A.D. 440 [...] also The
Ecclesiastical History of Philostorgius. London: Henry G. Bohn, 1855.
First edition thus. 8vo. pp. xvi, 536. Slight toning, slight foxing to title and verso of last.
Contemporary crushed crimson morocco, marbled endpapers, marbled edges, gilt-lettered
label to spine, corners and foot of spine a trifle rubbed.
An abridged English translation of two famous ancient ecclesiastical histories, translated by
Edward Walford (1823–97), compiler of educational work and some time editor of the
Gentleman’s Magazine. Sozomen (400-450AD) was a monk and, later, lawyer - the author of
two works on church history, only one of which survives. Philostorgius (368–439 AD) was a
Anomoean church historian, supporting an anti-Trinitarian view of the church. His
ecclesiastical history, now lost, was reduced to an epitome by Photius, who found a copy in
his library in Constantinople.
[53552]

£30

20.

Statius, Publius Papinius: (Gronovius, J.F.:) Opera, ex recensione et cum notis I. Frederici
Gronovii. Amsterodami [Amsterdam]: Typis Ludovici Elzeviri, 1653.
24mo. pp. [8], 424, including engraved title. A few small ink marks to title, slight browning,
ink burn to Q5 affecting a couple of words, small worm trail to upper outer corner of last six
leaves with loss of some letters. Half mottled sheep over marbled boards c.1800, gilt-lettered
morocco labels to spine, extremities rubbed, couple of tiny worm holes to spine.
This edition was prepared by Gronovius at the request of L. Elzevier. It was ‘exceedingly
praised by Reinesius’ for Gronovius’s ‘accurate notes’ (Dibdin).
Willems 1166; Schweinger 965; Dibdin II, 424.
[53551]

£60

21.

Suckling, Alfred: The History and Antiquities of the County of Suffolk: with Genealogical
and Architectural Notices of its Several Towns and Villages. London: John Weale, 1846;
1848.
First edition. 2 vols. 4to. pp. [2], [vii], [2], [l], [2], 383, [1]; [10], 460 + chromolithographed
frontispiece, 42 lithographs, 1 engraved plate, 1 plan and 1 folding pedigree, text illustrations.
Slight toning, a few plates slightly browned, 3 plates a little dampstained. Modern half navy
blue morocco, gilt fillet to joints and corners, raised bands, spine gilt and gilt-lettered,
marbled endpapers.
The first edition of this lavishly illustrated history of Suffolk by the clergyman and antiquary
Alfred Suckling (1796–1856). These two volumes were intended as the start of a longer work,
the remaining part of which was never published. Vol. I deals with the hundreds of Wangford,
Mutford and Lothingland; vol. II includes the second part devoted to Lothingland and the
hundred of Blything. The lithographed illustrations portray statues, ruins, buildings and
monuments, whilst the text is interspersed with historical narratives and genealogical notes
and diagrams pertaining to local families. A masterful, though regrettably unfinished,
monument to the history of Suffolk.
[53548]

£400

22.

Tristram, E. W.: English Medieval Wall Painting. The Thirteenth Century. Oxford: on
behalf of The Pilgrim Trust, by Geoffrey Cumberledge, Oxford University Press, 1950.
First edition. 2 vols. pp. [x], 651, [1]; [xxi], [1], 216 + 59 full-page plates, including illustrated
frontispieces. Red cloth, slight toning, otherwise fine. Laminated dust-jacket, minimally
yellowed as usual, the odd spot, head and foot of spine a trifle worn, but still very good.
The author had previously (1944) published a volume on the twelfth century, and followed
this later (1955) by one on the fourteenth.
[53419]

£250

23.

Underwood, Paul A., ed.: The Kariye Djami. Studies in the Art of the Kariye Djami.
New York and Princeton: Pantheon Books and Princeton University Press, 1966,
1975.
4 vols. pp. [xiv], 321, [3], [6] of plates, [2]; [xiii], [3], 330 (including 180 plates), [2],
331-34 (with plates), [8], [6] (with plates), [2]; [xi], [4], 335-553 (with plates), [9], [6]
(with plates), [2]; [xvii], [1], 370, [2], [98] (with plates), [2], [6]. Purple cloth, first
three vols in publisher’s slipcase (with the odd scratch), excellent copies. Dust-jacket,
head and foot of spine minimally chipped, else very good.
All four vols advertised as Bollingen Series LXX.
[53420]

£300

24.

Wise, Francis: [Philalethes Rusticus, i.e., William Asplin]: [Anon.]: A Letter to Dr Mead
concerning some Antiquities in Berkshire [with] Further Observations upon the White Horse
and Other Antiquities in Berkshire. With an account of Whiteleaf-Cross in Buckinghamshire.
[with] The Impertinence and Imposture of Modern Antiquaries Display’d. [with] An Answer
to a Scandalous Libel. Oxford: Printed for Thomas Wood at the University Printing-House,
1738, 1742, 1740, [1741].
First editions. Large 4to. pp. 58, [2] + 2 engraved folding plates; 57, [1], lacking final blank +
2 full-page engraved and 1 folding plate; 24; 38, [2]. With woodcut initials and ornaments,
small engraving of the monument of Dr Mead glued to flyleaf. I-III: edges uncut and a trifle
dusty, slight toning, occasional minor marginal foxing, t-ps and verso of last leaves a bit
dusty, IV: minor yellowing. 19th-century half calf over boards, joints and corners single gilt
ruled, raised bands, spine gilt. Boards minimally rubbed.
A fascinating, uncommon sammelband of the first editions of four works related to the
archaeological activity, in Berkshire, of Francis Wise, Radcliffe librarian at Oxford and
antiquary. The first, his most famous, is especially concerned with the origins of the AngloSaxon monument of the White Horse, in the namesake vale, and concluded that it was made
to commemorate the victory of King Alfred over the Danes in the year 871. It is also
accompanied by two handsome engraved views of the mountain and the White Horse from
the distance. The second work adds to the first, with further discussion of the monument and
additional material on the hill of Whiteleaf-Cross, handsomely illustrated. The last two works
are anonymous satirical works: one, by William Asplin, harshly criticises Wise’s conclusions,
the other berates the refutation.
ESTC T87599, T87618, T87601, T87614.
[53434]

£675

25.

Wormald, Francis: (Alexander, J.J.G., ed., et al.:) Collected Writings. I: Studies in
Medieval Art from the Sixth to the Twelfth Centuries. [with] II. Studies in English and
Continental Art of the Later Middle Ages. London: Harvey Miller Publishers (in conjunction
with Oxford University Press), 1984; 1988.
First edition. 2 vols. pp. 253; 242, with illustrated frontispieces and illustrations. Very good
copies. Grey cloth, spine lettered in blind, dust-jacket, very good.
[53554]

£75

